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Dragonhawk Publishing
 
  Established in 1996, we have grown to worldwide 
distribution and we are recognized for our quality books and 
our responsible approach to the world of spirituality and 
mysticism.  
 Our books on Nature and Magic have won critical 
acclaim and numerous awards, including more than 20 
Visionary Awards and honors as presented at the International 
New Age Trade Shows. Our Young Person’s School of Magic 
and Mystery is the first ever series of books created to meet 
the unique learning needs of the beginner and young seeker 
in the world of  psychic sciences. Through this series, young 
mystics and even adult new seekers can explore psychic/
magical worlds safely  &  successfully. 
 Dragonhawk Publishing is dedicated to producing 
quality books on nature, mysticism, healing and magic. We 
pledge to awaken a Renaissance of the Spirit and continue our 
efforts to help readers :

“Discover the wonder & Believe once more!”

DRAGONHAWK PUBLISHING
P.O. Box 10637        Jackson, TN  38308
Phone  (731) 987-3334        Fax  (731) 987-2484
email:   info@dragonhawkpublishing.com

www.dragonhawkpublishing.com
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Pocket Guides New For 2009 and 2010
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THE ANIMAL-SPEAK POCKET 
GUIDE provides simple keynote 
messages associated with more 
than 290 animals – including birds, 
mammals, insects, arachnids, reptiles, 
amphibians and sea life.  Packed with 
insightful information, it is small 
enough to fit in a pocket, purse or 
glove compartment of your car. With 
the Animal-Speak Pocket Guide, you 
can now have some initial guidance 
readily at your fingertips.

Animal-Speak 
Pocket Guide

ISBN 978-1-888767-61-2
$6.95 USA

Now Available!

Coming January 2010!
Nature-Speak 
Pocket Guide

ISBN 978-1-888767-64-3
$6.95 USA

THE NATURE-SPEAK POCKET 
GUIDE provides simple keynote 
messages associated with more than 
180 elements of Nature – including 
climates, flowers, herbs, landscapes, 
trees, weeds, plants and more. Packed 
with insightful information, it is 
small enough to fit in a pocket, purse 
or glove compartment of your car. 
Now you can uncover the meaning of 
Nature’s messages wherever you go. 



New For 2009

Feathered 
Omens

by
Ted Andrews

ISBN 978-1888767-56-8
$24.95 USA

Contains 40 omen cards
and

128 page guide book.

“Birds are the most common messengers 
from the spirit world!”

With Feathered Omens you can open 
to spirit messages from your feathered 

friends.

March 2009!!
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New For 2009
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Ted Andrews’
Animal-Speak

Runes

ISBN 978-1888767-58-2
$24.95

Contains 40 wooden runes, 
imitation silk carrying pouch, and 

128 page guide book.

Runes shown in actual size (3/4 X 1 inch)

Coming Fall of 2009!

One of the most innovative 
and amazingly accurate oracles  

ever developed!!



The Art 
of 

Shapeshifting
by

Ted Andrews
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 In ancient times, there were individuals capable 
of living between the physical and the spiritual. They  
could create what they desired and become whatever 
they dreamed.  They were the shapeshifters. And for 
the first time ever, their secrets are revealed!
 Take the next step into the mystery of animals 
and magic. Develop a foundation for some of the most 
amazing  magical  and mundane life skills.

♦	 Awaken the animal within you
♦	 Develop lucid dreaming
♦	 Learn the key to invisibility
♦	 Learn to transform difficulties and hindrances
♦ Develop greater flexibility in life
♦	 Uncover hidden abilities and more 

ISBN 1-888767-32-4, (7x10),  
softbound,  

photographs, illustrations, 
index, $22.95 USA

Animals & Nature

2006 COVR Visionary Award
Best General Interest/ How To Book



 2003 Visionary Award Winner!

Best General Interest Book
   Best Non-Fiction Book

The
ANIMAL-SPEAK 
  WORKBOOK

by
Ted Andrews

ISBN 1-888767-48-0, Softbound, 7x10, 224 pages, $17.95 US 

“Animals are our  guardians, our teachers and our message 
bringers from Mother Nature.”

From the author of the best selling books Animal-Speak 
and Animal-Wise comes a companion manual to guide you 

deeper into the mysteries of the animal-world.

♦	 Recognize  message bringers in Nature
♦	 Learn to use pets & domestic animals as bridges to    

spirit animal guardians
♦	 Learn to make and use medicine shields
♦	 Create a sacred journey staff and spirit masks
♦	 Uncover the mysteries of shapeshifting
♦	 Explore hawk and owl medicine and magic
♦	 Learn animal communication and telepathy
♦	 Take sacred journeys into the animal realm.
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Discover the Animal in You!

Year 2000 Visionary 
Award Winner:

Best Spirituality Book

Best Non-Fiction Book

Best General Interest Book
&

Book of  the Year

Revised and 
Expanded for its

          10 year                            
Anniversary!

ANIMAL-WISE
ISBN 978-1-888767-34-0

$22.95
Trade   Softbound
7x10  /  416 pages

♦	 Discover your spirit animals and totems.
♦	 Learn more than 20 new techniques for attuning to   

 animals and nature.
♦	 Awaken the inner  totem pole by uncovering the    

spirit  animals of your chakras.
♦	 Explore the meaning and  powers of nearly 200    

animals not found in ANIMAL-SPEAK.

Includes new dictionaries of  mammals, birds, insects, reptiles,
 arachnids, sea life, amphibians, and fantastic creatures.
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From the best selling author of
ANIMAL-SPEAK  

The
Animal-Wise

Tarot
ISBN 1-888767-35-9

$34.95 US
Boxed set  contains:

 78 cards
and 

246 page book
(5-1/4 x 8)   

- Animal images on cards are full 
color, true-to-life photos

 
 For  years, thousands upon  thousands have claimed Ted 
Andrews’ ANIMAL-SPEAK as their “Bible of animal studies”. 
Now, drawing further upon his extensive experience with 
wildlife education  and the mystical, he has created a powerful 
tool for taking the next step in understanding the language of 
animals.

 Whether an experienced 
tarot enthusiast, a shamanic 
practitioner or a novice 
to the psychic world, this 
tarot will help you develop 
intuition and become truly 
animal-wise.

1999 Visionary 
Award:

 Best Spirituality 

Animals & Nature



2005 Visionary Award Winner!

Best Sprituality Book
Best Non-Fiction Book   

Nature-Speak
Signs, Omens & 

Messages in Nature

by
Ted Andrews

Nature-Speak is to the plant kingdom what Animal-
Speak and Animal-Wise are to the animal kingdom!

♦	 Learn to read signs & omens in Nature
♦	 Interpret the meaning of landscapes
♦	 Discover how plants speak to us everyday
♦ Awaken to the Magic of the Seasons
♦ Solve problems & make better choices through    

Nature
♦	 Explore the lessons and meaning of the plant    

kingdom through extensive dictionaries of    
landscapes, trees, flowers, herbs and more.

Contains over 100 photographs!

“Learning to read the signs of Nature is one of the easiest and most 
rewarding of the spiritual arts.”

ISBN 1-888767-37-5, Softbound, 7x10, approx. 448 pages, $22.95 US
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Animals & Nature
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2007 COVR Visionary Award
Interactive Sideline

The 
Nature-Speak 

Oracle
by

Ted Andrews

ISBN 978-1888767-51-0
$19.95

Boxed set includes 60 true life 
oracle cards and 160 page guide 

book.

Contains Tree, Flower, Climate and Landscape Oracle Cards

Discover why Ted Andrews’ modern classics are the 
“Bible” for millions worldwide when it comes to un-
derstanding experiences and encounters with animals 

and nature.
This is one of the most surprisingly accurate and in-

sightful oracles you will ever find!



From the  author of ANIMAL-SPEAK 

Discover Your Spirit Animal
by

Ted Andrews

ISBN 978-1-888767-05-7,  55 minutes, $12.95 US CD

 Take a sacred journey to find the spirit animal that is 
most important to your life right now. Music and mythic images 
are combined to create a shamanic-type of experience for the 
listener.  Words and music are composed and performed  by 
Ted Andrews.  Musical background combines drums, flute and 
synthesizer.

Side One: Music and Guided Meditation
Side Two: Music  Only

Produced by Life Magic Enterprises, Inc.
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Animals & Nature



Dreamsong 
of the Eagle

by
Ted Andrews

Illustrated by Deborah Hayner

Published by 

Hampton Roads

(ISBN 1-5174-294-8, hard bound, approx. 48 pages, $16.95 US)
 

 Renowned for his powerful storytelling in seminars 
and workshops, Ted Andrews’ most popular story now comes 
to print. In thousands of workshops on Animal-Speak and 
Animal-Wise participants are guided into the wonders of the 
animal world through this  moving  story of two outcast chil-
dren. 
 Their love of animals propels them into an  adventure 
that takes them through the heart of the sun and into the Land 
of the Spirits. And only when they can bring their dream songs 
into the waking will they earn the last gift of the Eagle. 

They will be taught how to speak with animals.

“Andrews, author of the wisely conceived meataphysical series The Young 
Person’s School of Magic and Mystery, knows that the best myths often 
have disquieting conclusions. With ties to both Native American and Rus-
sian tale traditions...this finely wrought story contains facets that shimmer 
with a sense of deja vu...”

      NAPRA ReVIEW
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Animals & Nature
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2008 COVR Visionary Award
Best Sideline / General Gift



Animals & Nature
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2008 COVR Visionary Award
Sideline / General Gift



Psychic
Protection 

by

Ted Andrews

ISBN  1-888767-30-8
$12.95 USA  

Softbound, 5-1/4 x 8  /  358 pages

“An outstanding consideration of 
all aspects of the psychic world...
this book will sell quickly off your 
shelves.”    - NEW AGE RETAILER
 

At a time when so much 
information is available and so many present themselves as 
experts, a down-to-earth manual of psychic principles and 
common sense practices has never been so needed. From one 
of the best teachers in the field today comes a handbook that 
everyone can use!

1999 Visionary Award 
Best Spirituality Book

_______________

Psychic Protection CD
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Magic & Mysticism

ISBN 978-1-888767-13-1, 60 minutes, 
$12.95US CD

This CD contains two of the most 
powerful and beneficial exercises for 
general balance and protection: “The 
Middle Pillar Exercise” and “The 
Banishing Ritual”.
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Magic & Mysticism

The 
Occult Christ

by 
Ted Andrews

ISBN 1888767502, 6x9, softbound, 

288 pages, index, $14.95 USA

Back in print 
by popular demand -
Expanded  & Revised!

 Few  people realize that 
great mystical secrets lie hid-
den within the teachings of Christianity - secrets to the laws of 
the universe and their application to our lives. The Occult Christ 
reveals Christianity’s origin  in the tradition of the  Ancient 
Mystery Schools from around the world.

♦	 Uncover the secrets of the Essenes
♦	 Learn the true role of women in the life of Jesus.  
♦	 Learn how Jesus tried to restore the balance of the   
 Feminine role in spiritual growth.
♦	 Learn the spiritual and natural laws of fulfillment 
♦	 Discover the occult meaning  of the cross and star.
♦	 Discover the 7 Masculine and Feminine Mysteries  
 of spiritual Initiation.

The Occult Christ will breathe new life into your spiritual founda-
tions and help you walk the road of shadows where secret knowledge 
of the soul dwells.

2006 COVR Visionary Award
Conscious Living & General Interest



More
Simplified

Magic
ISBN 1-888767-28-6, 6x9,

softbound, 449 pages,$14.95

♦	 Create the magickal body.
♦	 Open the inner temples of the soul.
♦	 Create astral doorways through the Qabala.
♦	 Learn the magickal technique of pathworking.
♦	 Use the tree of life for divination & initiation.

_______________
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Magic & Mysticism

“Excellent research manual 
& workbook...invitingly 
accessible.”  - NAPRA 
ReVIEW

“The book delivers apromised...
an important guide for aspiring 
Qabalists.”     - NEW AGE   
  RETAILER

Entering the Tree of Life
by

Ted Andrews

Spoken Audio
ISBN 978-1-888767-12-4, 80 Minutes,

 $12.95 US for CD

Music has been composed spe-
cifically to facilitate work with 
any level of the Tree of Life. This 
CD provides music and a vocal 
guidance for experiencing the 
Temple of Malkuth and more.
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Magic & Mysticism

Secret Doors 
of the 

Qabala

by 
Ted Andrews

ISBN 1888767499, 6x9, soft-
bound, illustrations 

and index.

 

The Qabala is one of the most ancient and powerful 
systems of development. It is the key to many magical 
and spiritual paths of ddevelopment. There are some 
aspectsof the Qabala though that have never been 
taught publicly. And for the first time ever, some of the 
best kept secrets of the Qabala are revealed!

♦	 Learn how to use the Qabala for guidance 
♦	 Learn new techniques of pathworking to   
          empower your spiritual/magical activities
♦	 Learn to tap deeper levels of the mind and   
           unleash your greatest potentials
♦	 Discover the secret,hidden paths of the tree   
           of life

2008 COVR Visionary Award!
Best General Interest/ How To Book
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Magic & Mysticism

Do you have the heart to follow?

 

For the first time, Ted Andrews reveals the amaz-
ing events of his life within the World of Spirit and 
in his Walk with Animals. Change your life to one 
of wonder, miracle and blessings by opening our 
hearts to the intercession of spirits.
Chapter 1  The Heart to Follow
Chapter 2  What’s Really Under the Bed
Chapter 3  What Every Child Knows
Chapter 4  Fate and Angels
Chapter 5  Walking with Animals
Chapter 6  The Teaching Path
Chapter 7  Spirits of Birth & Death
Chapter 8  Signs and Omens
Chapter 9  Attending to Spirit

The 
Intercession 

of Spirits
by

Ted Andrews

ISBN 1-978-1-888767-55-1
$14.95 USA

288 pages, trade paper with 
illustrations, photographs 

and index

2009 COVR Visionary Award!
Best Autoniography/ How To Book
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You will believe once more!
There is still a place where enchantment lives -

Where streams sing and winds whisper -
Where caverns lead to nether realms...

Where trees speak and the flowers tell tales,
Where unicorns dance in the morning dew!

Revised edition
Coming Jan. / Feb 2010

As seen on the
1998 

 “ALLY MCBEAL”
 Christmas episode!

ISBN 1-888767-62-9  softbound    
$14.95 USA  

 (6x9, 248 pages, index, photos, 
illustrations, bibliography)

Treasures of the Unicorn
Best  selling author  Ted Andrews  guides you once more  into   
Nature   on  the  sacred   quest  for   the unicorn.  And on that 
quest you find what was lost, heal what was hurt and restore 
to life what had died!

(Includes magical tales, history, rituals and more)

“An enchanting work that will light up your bookshelf!”
      - NAPRA ReVIEW
“Ultimate unicorn lexicon...definitive and well researched.”

Magic & Mysticism
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Beginnings
 Every day more and more people begin to  explore the 
mystical and holistic realms of life. While some find their 
searches rewarded, too often seekers find themselves lost, 
discouraged, frustrated, and overwhelmed. Because of this, we 
established BEGINNINGS, a series of books to guide the true 
seeker safely into  new realms of wonder and possibility.

Music Therapy
   for
Non-Musicians

ISBN 1-888767-31-6  
$9.95 USA  

Trade  Softbound
5-1/4 x 8  /  326 pages

 Did you know that waltz 
rhythms will ease indigestion? 
Or that Baroque music is good for the heart? Did you know 
that a minuet will help respiratory difficulties?  Discover the 
healing power of sound and music.

- Learn simple music  healing techniques & tools.
- Learn how to combine music with fragrance,
      color and movement for more powerful healing.
- Learn music therapies for all systems of the body.
- Discover the blessings of healing with music.

Healing

Out of Print!
This title is no longer available.



 Drawing upon a lifetime of musical study and 
healing work, Ted Andrews has composed music to 
soothe the soul, heal the body and open the mind. In 
this re-mastered and expanded CD of his best sell-
ing audio-cassette, the music will help awaken and 
unfold the natural healing power within you - like 
the gentle blossoming of a rose.

(All proceeds from this CD go to support 
various health organizations.)

Produced by Life Magic Enterprises, Inc.
ISBN  978-1-888767-11-7  $12.95 USA

Music & Spoken Audio; approx. 70 minutes  

Now Available!

Let the healing 
blossom within you!

1.  Chakra Serenity

2.  White Rose of Life

3.  Roses of Light

4.  Roses of Light
   (guided meditation)
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Young Person’s
SCHOOL of  MAGIC & MYSTERY 

 The  world is a place of great mystery and  magic. Young 
people are very aware of this. They know that the rustling of 
leaves is a whisper and that wishing upon a star has power. 
They know there are spirits and ghosts. They see auras, 
experience past lives and  have psychic visions. The Young 
Person’s School of Magic and Mystery is the first ever series of 
books created to meet the unique learning needs of the young 
seeker in the world of  psychic sciences.Through this series, 
young mystics can explore psychic/magical worlds safely  &  
successfully.
 Designed and written for the young adult  and adult new 
seeker  (ages 12 and up), this series makes the magical, psychic 
and mystical both understandable and fun. Young adults 
wanting to create the magical life will find it empowering. 
Parents of young seekers will find guidance for sharing their 
experiences. And adults wishing to explore potentials long 
ignored will be surprised. Accept this invitation to a life of 
magic and wonder and enroll now!

Young Person’s School of Magic & Mystery 
Course of Study: 

Magic of Believing
 Psychic Power

 Dreamtime Magic
 Star Magic

 Spirits, Ghosts, & Guardians
 Faerie Charms
Healing Arts
Word Magic

 Divination & Scrying
  Ancient Powers

 
For seekers - both young and old!
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 School  of Magic & Mystery
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Young Person’s
SCHOOL of MAGIC & MYSTERY 

Volume One:

Magic 
of 

Believing
by

Ted Andrews

(ISBN 1-888767-43-X, Hardbound,  
256 pages, $18.95 USA)

 
“If you believe,
then it can be.

If you don’t believe,
it will never be.”

Learn what every magician, priest, priestess, shaman, and wise 
one throughout history had to learn. Discover the power of 
imagination  and belief!

In the Magic of Believing you will learn how:

- To make wishes come true 
- To weave a little glamour
- To develop invisibility
- To control the temperature 
- To find lost things  
- To sail through time
- To create a magical life and much more

Practice believing!

25

 School  of Magic & Mystery
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Young Person’s
SCHOOL of MAGIC & MYSTERY 

Volume Two:

Psychic Power

by
Ted Andrews

(ISBN 1-888767-40-5 / Hardbound  / 
304 pages / $18.95 USA)

“Everyone is psychic.
It is a natural and very real part of 

our wonder!”

When we say “maybe” instead of “impossible”, 
the psychic part of us comes alive.

In Psychic Power you will learn how :

- To awaken your psychic power
- To develop telepathy with pets
- To project  energy
- To understand symbols
- To develop psychic vision
- To “know” through touch
- To open to the world of spirits
- To make psychic elixirs
- To divine the future, find answers and more

Explore your wonder!!

26
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Young Person’s
SCHOOL of MAGIC & MYSTERY 

Volume Three:

Dreamtime 
Magic

by
Pagyn Alexander

(ISBN 1-888767-38-3  / Hardbound  / 
256 pages / $18.95 USA)

“We can learn to fly, meet friends 
and even tame monsters with the     
 right dream skills.”

Explore the wonders and worlds of dreams -   
night dreams, day dreams, lucid dreams, and more. 

In Dreamtime Magic  you will learn:

- Where dreams come from
- How to understand your dreams
- How to improve dream memory
- How to create dream doorways
- How to tame nightmares
- How to do homework while asleep
- How to control your dreams
- How to fight monsters under the bed and more

Awaken your dreams!
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Young Person’s
SCHOOL of MAGIC & MYSTERY

Volume Four:

Star Magic

by
Page Bryant

(ISBN 1-888767-44-8  / Hardbound  /
 256 pages / $18.95 USA)

“I will teach you what Star Shamans 
have always known...the wisdom & 

magic of the stars.”

Walk among the stars and become an apprentice Star 
Shaman in the Native American tradition. 

In Star Magic  you will learn:

- How to draw down the power of stars
- How to speak with star spirits
- How to make magical star elixirs
- How to create Sacred Star Bundles
- How to read signs and omens in the heavens
- How to explore the night sky
- How to walk upon the Milky Way
- How to create the Star Body and much more

Explore the the magical night  sky!

28
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Young Person’s
SCHOOL of MAGIC & MYSTERY

Volume Five:

Spirits, Ghosts 
&

Guardians
by

Ted Andrews
(ISBN 1-888767-41-3  / Hardbound  / 256 

pages / $18.95 USA)
 

“At some point in your life, you will
 have enounters with spirit world.”

Explore the wonders of the spirit world. Discover the truth 
about “things that go bump in the night.”

  
In Spirits, Ghosts & Guardians  you will learn:

- How to recognize the presence of spirit
- How to develop spirit vision 
- How to find your  own spirit helpers
- How to call upon the angels for guidance
- How to open to the magic of the Faerie Realm
- How to work with  animal totems & guardians
- How to send loving messages to those who died
- How to uncover the blessings of the spirit world

Open the veils between worlds!
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2003 COVR Visionary Awards
Best General Interest & Non-Fiction



Young Person’s
SCHOOL of MAGIC & MYSTERY 

Volume Six:

Faerie Charms

by
Ted Andrews

(ISBN 1-888767-42-1  / Hardbound  / 
256 pages / $18.95 USA)

“Nothing fires the imagination more 
than the possibility of faeries, elves 

and other fantastic creatures.”

There is still a place where enchantment lives - where 
winds whisper and every flower has its tale - a place where 

unicorns dance in the morning dew... 

In Faerie Charms  you will learn:

- The wondrous reality of the Faerie Realm
- The best places & times to encounter faerie folk
- How to weave faerie glamour around you
- Where to seek out the sacred unicorn
- How to awaken the power of the dragon
- The siren songs and magic of mermaids
- How to manifest greater  creativity and healing
- The magic and joys of becoming faerie charmed

Experience the joy and wonder!
30
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2006 Covr Visionary Award
Best Teen/Young Adult Book



Young Person’s
SCHOOL of MAGIC & MYSTERY 

Volume Seven:

Healing Arts

by
Ted Andrews

(ISBN 1-888767-41-3  / Hardbound  / 
256 pages / $18.95 USA)

 “Healing is the one gift we all 
possess and can  develop.”

Coming Soon!

Explore the wonders and power of healing that is inside of 
you. Open your heart to your greatest magic and your most 

powerful gift.
  

In Healing Arts  you will learn:

- How to read the body and sense imbalances
- How to develop haling touch
- How to apply simple remedies for pain
- How to call upon healing spirits and angels
- How to use the power of your imagination
- How to use your voice to balance and heal
- How to use fragrance and color to heal
- How to heal across great distances and much more

Awaken your  true blessings! 
31
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Young Person’s
SCHOOL of MAGIC & MYSTERY 

Forthcoming - 
(These titles are not yet available.)

Volume Eight:

Word Magic
by

Ted Andrews
ISBN 1-888767-46-4

Uncover the power of sound and 
voice in magical work. Learn how 
to use prayer and affirmation 
successfully. Uncover the hidden 
magic in your name. Use your 
voice to heal, soothe and bless. 

Volume Nine:

Divination & 
Scrying

by
Ted Andrews

ISBN 1-888767-45-6
Learn to see into the future 
and into the past. Learn how 
to make predictions.Develop 
clairvoyance. Gaze into a crystal 
ball for answers. Awaken dreams 
of prophecy and more.

32
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Volume Ten:

Ancient 
Powers

by
Ted Andrews

ISBN 1-888767-47-2

Learn safe techniques for using 
ancient magic. Explore past lives. 
Call upon the blessings of ancient 
gods and goddesses. Learn the 
art of psychic protection. Draw 
upon ancient Earth energies 
for healing, blessings and 
abundance.

Watch for Future Notices!
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 School  of Magic & Mystery

Author Appearances:

Our authors are often available for booksignings, work-
shops and more. They are  well-respected in the field. 
Each is  skilled in his/her subject areas and  is an excellent 
teacher. If you are interested in an author appearance in 
your area, please contact us and we will put you in touch 
with the author to make arrangements.

Dragonhawk Publishing
PO Box 1316

Jackson, TN  38302
(731) 987-3334

(731) 987-2484 - fax
info@dragonhawk publishing



Spoken Audio Titles

Roses of Light
by 

Ted Andrews
Life Magic Enterprises, Inc.

(ISBN 978-1-888767-11-7, CD, 
70 min, $12.95 USA)

    Healing Music and Guided Meditation

Uncover Your Past Lives
by 

Ted Andrews
Life Magic Enterprises, Inc.

(ISBN 1-888767-03-0, audiocass., 60 min., $10.00 US)
Side One:    Guided Past Life exploration
Side Two:     Music for Past Life Exploration

Mystery of the Fire Spirits
by 

Ted Andrews
Life Magic Enterprises, Inc.

ISBN 1-888767-01-4, audiocassette, 55 min. $10.00 US)
Side One:     Music for Connecting with Fire Spirits
Side Two:     Guided Meditation

Upon the Wings of Angels
by 

Ted Andrews
Life Magic Enterpises, Inc.

ISBN 1-888767-02-2, audiocass., 50 min., $10.00 US)
Side One:     Music to Connect with Angels
Side Two:     Music and Guided Meditation 
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General Ordering Information
1.   All orders (retail customers and bookstore accounts) must be prepaid.
2.  Credit card orders are only available through our online store.
3.  No orders will be taken by phone.
4.  No returns except for those damaged in shipping. Damaged items    
     must be returned in 30 days to receive credit.
5.  Check our website for special deals on our titles.

Retail Customers:
1.  Free shipping.
2. Mail orders must be by check or money order.

Bookstore Accounts:
1.  Bookstores receive a 45% discount on all Dragonhawk Publishing
     titles ordered by mail. If ordered online, there is a 50% discount.
2.  No minimum order required
3.  Free shipping and handling for all orders.

Available Through All Major Distributors:
Our primary distributor is Partners Book Distributing. They handle the 
placement of our books with all other  US wholesalers, distributors and 
chain stores, and  thus  our titles are easily found and ordered.

♦	 Partners Book Distributing (1-800-336-3137)
♦	 New Leaf Distributing (770-948-7845)
♦	 Bookpeople (510-632-4700)
♦	 Ingram Book Company (800-937-8000)
♦	 Baker and Taylor (908-722-8000)
♦	 Deep Books Ltd.  - U.K. and Europe (+44 (0)20 8693 0234)
♦	 Brumby Books Gemcraft  - Australia (613 9761 5535)
♦	 Peaceful Living Pub. - New Zealand (07 571 8105)
♦	 New Horizons - South Africa (021 683 8661)

DRAGONHAWK PUBLISHING
P.O. Box 10637         Jackson, TN  38308
Phone  (731) 987-3334        Fax  (731) 987-2484
email:   info@dragonhawkpublishing.com

www.dragonhawkpublishing.com
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Young Person’s
SCHOOL of MAGIC & MYSTERY 

Develop your psychic      Solve problems in   
 powers!          your dreams!

Pages 20-29

Explore the world of magic,
 dreams, spirits, and heavenly energies!

- For new  seekers  both young and old  -

                       Become a  star shaman!

        

       Go on a ghost hunt!
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